
 

 

Article 1 for World Water Week 2017 
 

Does it matter if you throw a wet wipe down the toilet? 
 

A colleague recently emailed me a newspaper article about a woman who called a plumber to her 

house because sewage was spilling all over her yard. The plumber found that the sewage pipe was 

blocked up with disposable cleaning cloths, commonly known as wet wipes. The plumber wagged his 

finger at the woman – he was sure she had been dropping make-up wipes down the loo. It turned 

out that the culprit was her husband who had decided that flushable wipes were the 21st century 

upgrade on toilet paper.  

When you flush the toilet, the waste goes into the drain outside your house and travels down the 

sewage pipes. It may travel by the force of gravity or it may need some help from pumping stations 

along the way. It eventually arrives at a waste water treatment works where it goes through various 

filtration and cleaning processes. The solid waste is settled out as sludge and the liquid part is 

cleaned to a certain standard and returned to a nearby river.  

The system is designed to carry water, human waste and toilet paper, and nothing else. Toilet paper 

has short fibres so that it disintegrates quickly. If you wet a piece and then try to wipe your face with 

it, you will see that it is not possible because the toilet paper is already disintegrating in your hand.  

Other materials do not disintegrate in this way. But many things just magically and conveniently 

disappear down the toilet bowl when you activate the flushing mechanism, so it is tempting to flush 

them, too. It was many years before I realised that you are not supposed to put either cotton wool 

or dental floss down the toilet. I thought cotton wool would eventually break down. But it isn’t the 

case. Cotton wool gathers in bends in the pipes. Dental floss does not degrade in water. Its stringy 

quality means that it snags cotton wool and wet wipes. Now add grease to this. You know that 

delicious fat that dribbles out of your hot boerewors roll. You will have noticed that when the fat is 

cold, it is no longer liquid but thick and congealed. If it goes down the sink, it binds together the 

cotton wool, dental floss and other rubbish that has been thrown down the toilet, increasing the risk 

of blockages all through the system.  

People are using wet wipes more and more. A quick survey of the different brands sold in local 

pharmacies indicated that some brands give instructions on the packaging that they are not to be 

disposed of in a toilet, some brands say they are flushable, and some don’t display any disposal 

instructions at all. However, as the earlier story indicated, the flushable ones may not be so flushable 

after all. In 2015, a city in Minnesota in the US, took out a law suit against six companies that make 

wet wipes because their wipes, which the companies claimed to be flushable, had caused havoc in 

the sewerage systems and cost the municipality millions of dollars. The municipality says that wet 

wipes wind round pumps, get caught in screens and commonly form massive clumps that have to be 

removed1. 

                                                           
1 http://www.startribune.com/minnesota-city-sues-makers-of-flushable-wipes-over-clogged-
sewers/301228331/. By Jenna Ross Star Tribune April 25, 2015 — 2:16pm  
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The list of things that are found in sewers is long and gruesome, from condoms full of air, floating 

around like fish, to human body parts2. We sing the praises of heroes who climb Everest but we 

should sing the praises of the poor heroes who dive in and unclog our sewers.  So let’s make their 

job easier and save our municipality money by not putting anything down a toilet that shouldn’t be 

there. 

Here are further items that should not be thrown in a 

toilet: 

 Paper towel – it is much thicker than toilet 

paper and does not break down so easily 

 Panty liners – they may be small but are 

designed to be absorbent so will swell up 

 Cigarette butts – they are full of toxic 

chemicals which we don’t want in our water 

system 

 Band-aids – they are made of non-

biodegradable plastic 

 Prescription medicine – we don’t want wildlife 

or humans to drink it 

 Hair – you will see from your own shower how 

hair forms clogging balls 

 Condoms – no-one seems to know how long 

they take to biodegrade and it usually takes a 

lot of flushing to make them disappear – a 

waste of water. 

We can be grateful that we can use toilet paper. Not every country has a plumbing system which can 

cope with it.  Which reminds me of the delightful injunction I read on a toilet door in Indonesia, 

“Please do not put toilet paper in our toilet or you will stuck it.” 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Article 2 of World Water Week 2017 series 

Does it matter if you drop a plastic bottle in the street? 
 

Plastic is a useful and versatile material. Just think of plastic food 

packaging. It is cheap. You can buy a plastic carrier bag for 50 cents. It is 

light. It therefore takes less fuel to transport food and drink to the shops 

and you can carry your food home without your arms aching. Its 

waterproof properties mean that your milk and sauces rarely leak out.  

Some types of plastic are rigid which protects your lunchtime sandwich 

from being crushed and misshapen, and the seal protects it from air, 

moisture and dirt so that it keeps fresh longer. Because your sandwich is 

packed in see-through plastic, it is easy for you to see if the chicken filling 

looks good to eat. There are just so many great reasons for using plastic. 

No wonder that almost every item of food and drink that we buy is 

wrapped in plastic. 

But what happens when we have eaten our way through that tub of yoghurt or finished that bottle 

of soft drink? What do we do with the plastic it came in? Most plastic packaging is single use; once 

the food is eaten, we don’t want the package it came in anymore. Four possible things can happen at 

that point. The bottle can be disposed of in a dustbin, or recycled, or incinerated, or it leaks into the 

environment.  Only 14% of plastic packaging is currently collected for recycling worldwide. About 

28% is incinerated, 40% goes into a landfill and a 

huge 32% leaks into the environment1.  

How do plastics leak into the environment? It might 

be because a person chooses to drop it on the ground 

rather than in a dustbin, or it might be that there is 

no collection service in the area where they live. If a 

plastic item is dropped on the ground, eventually 

wind or a rain storm will carry it to a storm water 

drain and it will be washed down into streams and 

rivers, where it will get caught up in branches and 

foliage along the bank, buried in the sediment or be 

carried down to the sea. We are accustomed to 

seeing plastic bottles and other trash which has gathered in a bend in a stream, and dirty shreds of 

plastic bags hanging from branches. It is ugly to look at. It is also a health hazard.  Food waste in a 

plastic packet will putrefy. Toxins in the plastic can poison fish and birds. Animals can be entangled 

or trapped by plastic, they can be suffocated, or they can become ill or die from eating the plastic. 2 

Removing the plastic and other waste is time-consuming, difficult and costly. Volunteer groups in 

Pretoria support the City of Tshwane in cleaning up sections of our rivers on a regular basis and find 

                                                           
1 World Economic Forum 2016 The New Plastics Economy 

2 Armitage, N., Rooseboom, A., Nel, C. and Townshend, P. 1998 The removal of urban litter from stormwater 

conduits and streams, WRC Report No TT 95/98 p.16 
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there is always a lot to collect after a storm, ranging from carrier bags to computer terminals. It is 

difficult to collect a plastic bag which has wound itself around a thorny branch, or a bottle that is 

filled with muddy water and embedded in the soil.3 

If plastic waste is not collected, it will remain in the environment for hundreds of years. It slowly 

breaks down into smaller particles. Fish and birds can eat small particles, and if we eat the fish, the 

plastic can contaminate us too.  

This problem is not going away. Plastic use is growing. People today use twenty times more plastic 

than they did fifty years ago and a recent study estimates that in 2050, we will be using four times 

more plastic than we do now. The same study says that by 2050, we will be leaking so much plastic 

into the ocean that it will be the equivalent of dumping a load from four waste trucks each minute. If 

all this plastic piles up in the ocean without being removed, the weight of plastic in the ocean will be 

greater than the weight of fish by 2050.4 Who is going to pay to remove this plastic? How do we stop 

more being added? 

The good news is that we, as consumers who buy plastic every day, can do something to reduce this 

accumulation of waste plastic. There are recycling schemes in Pretoria that you can join.5 Some do 

charge a small amount a year for the bags they give you. This is because not enough people support 

recycling for companies to benefit from economies of scale. The executive director of Plastics SA 

said, in May 2016, “The lack of a consistent incoming stream of recyclables was the single biggest 

challenge plastics recyclers had to face during 2015.” “South Africa has a thriving recycling industry 

that creates jobs for thousands of people. Yet, it is frustrating to see that there is still not an 

established recycling culture in our country.“6 You can also write to the Mayor of the City of 

Tshwane and ask that the city gets on with rolling out a municipal-wide recycling scheme.  

Once you have started recycling, the next step is to get the food producers to be more conscious of 

the packaging they use. Much packaging does not have clear labelling to tell you whether it can be 

recycled. If it is something that you buy regularly, send the company which makes the product an 

email or give them a call, and ask them if the packaging they use can be recycled. If it can be 

recycled, ask them to please make sure this is clearly indicated on the package in future. If it can’t be 

recycled, ask them when they are going to change their packaging. You might think that they will be 

not be interested in your call, but you will be surprised how seriously they take your query.  

Thirdly, join one of the city’s local river care groups and help look after a small section of your 

nearest stream or river. A lot of us have embraced this idea of adopting our local stream and our 

small actions are adding up. We work with the national Department of Water and Sanitation7 and 

                                                           
3 

Adopt Moreletaspruit Forum coordinates river care groups along the Moreleta River, Umkariso Women in 

Water is one of a number of river care groups in Mamelodi. 

4 
World Economic Forum 2016 The New Plastics Economy  

5
 Contact The Waste Group, Tel: 0861 2927. Email: clientservices@wastegroup.co.za 

6
 Plastics SA Press Release , 30 May 2016 Plastics|SA releases 2015 plastics recycling figures 

 

7
 The Department of Water and Sanitation runs an ‘Adopt-a-River’ scheme 

mailto:clientservices@wastegroup.co.za


the City of Tshwane. Together we can make a big difference to the environment. Contact Adopt 

Moreletaspruit Forum for more information.8  

………………………………………………………. 
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Article 3 of World Water Week 2017 Series 

 

Does it matter if the rainwater coming off your roof goes down your 

sewer drain? 
 

Have you ever wondered why there are low 

concrete walls around the drains that collect 

waste water from your bathroom and kitchen? 

These surrounds are installed to stop rain water 

entering your domestic sewer drain. We have 

two systems – a sewer system and a storm 

water system. The sewer system takes sewage 

to a waste water treatment works where it is 

treated and returned to rivers. The water that 

comes out of the sky when it rains should not 

enter this system. The water must be directed 

either into our gardens where it can soak away 

naturally, or into a storm water drain. A storm 

water drain, unlike a sewer drain, carries storm 

water directly to rivers, without any treatment.  

Why does it matter if storm water enters the sewer 

system? Picture your sewer system. Our municipal 

sanitation engineers will have calculated the expected 

flow of water passing through the system in dry and wet 

weather. They will have used this estimate so specify the 

design of the system, from the size of the pipes to the 

chemical dosage regime at the treatment works. If the 

volume of water entering the sewer system in a rain 

storm is much higher than the system was designed for, 

problems arise. The sewer pipes can’t manage the 

volume and sewage can burst out of manholes, polluting 

buildings, streets and rivers.  The excess 

inflow sewage can also flood the waste 

water treatment works. Waste water 

treatment works are built next to rivers 

because they discharge treated effluent 

into rivers. When the treatment works 

gets flooded, sewage passes through too 

quickly and sewage that has only been 

partially treated gets spilled into rivers. 

This kills the life in the river and creates a 

health hazard for humans.  

 

Downpipe from house roof correctly spilling water onto 

paving and not into the sewer drain. A concrete surround 

has been installed to keep rain water out of the sewer 

drain. 

 

Sewage bursting out of a manhole and 

running down into the Constantiaspruit in 

east Pretoria, in the heavy rains of February, 

2017 

 

 



 

 

What are the different ways that storm water can get into the sewer system? Some builders do not 

understand the difference between the two systems – the sewer system and storm water system – 

and incorrectly connect the downpipes that carry rain water from the roof into a sewer drain.  Some 

builders do not slope the paving correctly to take the rainwater away from sewer drains, or do not 

put in adequate sewer drain surrounds. Tree roots can also damage sewer pipes. If you plant a tree 

close to the sewer pipes, the roots can block or break the pipes, allowing storm water to get in and 

sewage to leak out. The risk is higher if the tree has an aggressive root system. Water can also get in 

to the sewer system if any rodding eyes or manholes on your property are cracked or don’t fit 

properly, creating openings for rain water to get in.  

The flooding of sewer infrastructure is a problem 

that is increasing with urbanisation. In rural areas, 

storm water mostly soaks into the soft ground and is 

transported slowly to rivers. In urban areas, the 

ground is covered by hard surfaces – roofs, paving 

and roads. Falling water runs off these hard surfaces 

very quickly and if the sewer system allows the rain 

and ground water to get in, pipes and waste water 

treatment works can quickly get flooded.  

Is storm water ingress, as it is called, a big problem in 

the City of Tshwane? The City of Tshwane Water and 

Sanitation Division has found that the amount of 

water flowing through the sewer system during a 

rain storm can be three times the normal dry 

weather flow. By studying their incident records and 

reports of home and business inspections, they 

concluded that the prime cause of storm water 

entering the sewer system was downpipes from gutters being wrongly connected into sewer drains.  

It is against the law for storm water or any substance other than sewage to be discharged into a 

sewer drain.1  

If you are planning a building project, choose a builder or plumber who is qualified, experienced, and 

knows and adheres to the building regulations. That way you will save yourself possible sewer 

problems or storm water drainage problems and you will be contributing to a safe and healthy 

environment for all of us in the City of Tshwane.   

…………………………………………………………………… 
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 City of Tshwane Water and Sanitation Newsletter Issue No 4. Negative effects of rainwater entering the 

sewer system. 

Storm water running off the road into a storm 

water canal just south of Lynwood Road, in the 

heavy rains of late February. The canal 

channels the water into a tributary of the 

Hartbeesspruit.

 






